
Stephen,
I am a beginner rider and

have taken only six lessons;
I enjoy the riding and find it
to be a wonderful workout
both physically and mental-
ly.

The physical part of the
rides, however, is a bit of a
source of frustration; I am
always exhausted and sore
the following day. Part of
the problem is that the con-
stant squeezing of my legs
on the saddle is tiring. My
instructor says that I need
to develop more strength; so
my question is ... just how
much strength do I need and
how do I go about getting
that strong?

Strength, now that is
something of a subjective
term. The strength needed
for riding is not a brute
strength such that you can
gain from weight lifting; the
type of muscular develop-
ment that is needed for good
riding is a relative subject
that is dependent upon your
body type or build.

You need to be strong
enough to support yourself
and to maintain a static
position comfortably for an
extended period of time.
The static position that I
mention will be that of an
erect upper body and legs
that are able to take a posi-
tion at the horse’s sides and
hold it steadily while the
horse is moving and work-
ing through all of its gaits
and maneuvers.

These positions, once
learned, will become some-
thing of a neutral point that
you will deviate from when
cueing the horse for move-
ments and that you will
return to after the horse has
responded correctly.

What I am saying is that
unless you are a very unusu-
al case you don’t need legs
like a body builder to ride
well; and you really should-
n't have to squeeze con-
stantly during the ride.

Although many instruc-
tors use the term “squeeze

the legs” in order to prompt
their pupil to conform the
legs to the sides of the
horse, it is somewhat mis-
leading for the rider who is
hearing the advice. 

What the teacher really
wants you to do is to close
your legs closely to the
horses sides just to and not
beyond the point of close
contact and to hold or main-
tain that position until cir-
cumstances dictate that the
legs need to be moved to a
new spot on the horse.

A good way for you to
think of this is to imagine
that your legs are to work
like a vice rather than a
clothespin.

Confused yet? Well here
is what I mean, a vice is
closed about an object only
to a certain point of tight-
ness and doesn’t get any
tighter or looser unless you
actually crank on it and
make it tighten; you set the
vice to have as soft or hard a

hold as you desire and it
doesn’t change.

A clothespin, however, is
always under tension and
trying to close all the way
due to the constant working
of its spring. 

Notice that I said that the
clothespin is constantly
working to close itself — if
it were a living thing, then
at the end of its work it
would be tired and sore like
you are at the end of your
work. The vice that has
found a static position and
maintained it has done a
whole lot less total work at
the end of the day, as will
you if you try to incorporate
this theory into your riding
lessons.

See if it doesn’t help and
thank you for the question.
Oh and as for your question
of how to best gain the
strength needed to ride; I
will give you my favorite
piece of advice ... just ride
more.

A lifelong student of the
horse, Stephen Daugherty has
trained and instructed profes-
sionally since the age of 18
and admittedly still learns
every day. He lives and works
in the Kerrville area and is
available for personal consult-
ing, training or instructing. He
can be reached by e-mail at
stephenwd@hotmail.com

If Santa Claus is slated to
bring a youngster in your
house a real firearm for
Christmas, stop and give a
little thought to what it
means.

It will likely be one of the
most important gifts he will
ever receive.  It’s a symbol of
responsibility, showing that
you believe him mature
enough to be trusted with a
powerful weapon.  In a
sense, it may be considered a
first stride toward being
grown-up. But it’s not just
his responsibility; it imposes
responsibilities on his par-
ents, too. 

The question every parent
wants somebody to answer,
of course, is how old is old
enough for a real gun?
Unfortunately, no outsider
can answer that. Only you
can know your kid well
enough to make that deci-
sion.  

And there is no automatic
age: I know men who
received their first real

firearm at age 6 … and I
know some around age 60
that still aren’t mature
enough.

I was 7 when I got the
long package under the
Christmas tree. In it was a
bolt-action single-shot .22,
made by Stevens and cost-
ing about $5 in 1934. I still
have it. I cannot begin to
guess how many thousands
of rounds of ammunition it
has fired, but the bore is still
bright and sharp and the lit-
tle rifle still shoots accurate-
ly.

It was much more than just
an inexpensive rifle; it was

the instrument with which I
learned about the seriousness
of taking an animal’s life. I
learned not only that I could
kill, but that I could spare a
life … and that doing that
sometimes made me feel
good, too.  

I learned about what we
now call “fair chase,” refus-
ing to take unfair advantage
of a game animal even when
nobody was looking. I
learned that there was noth-
ing manly about inflicting
suffering. To kill quickly,
cleanly, and humanely
became one of the driving
principles of my whole life.  

When I unwrapped my
new Christmas gun, Dad sat
me down and explained to
me how my world was
going to be from then on. I
could keep the rifle in my
closet (I was an only child),
but I was not even to touch
it, much less shoot it, except
under supervision of one of
my parents or grandparents.
The penalty for disobeying

this basic rule was loss of
the gun. Since it was my
most prized possession, I
lived in mortal terror of
having it taken away forev-
er.

Needless to say, I was
painstakingly instructed in
cleaning and maintaining the
rifle and drilled by the hour
on the fundamentals of safe
gun handling. 

My grandfather carried
much of the burden of train-
ing me. He was Houston
County sheriff for many
years and was expert with
any kind of firearm, and I
spent a lot of time with him.
He was very strict in enforc-
ing the gun safety protocols,
with a zero-tolerance policy
toward carelessness or
horseplay. He got through
my thick young skull that a
gun is not a toy, and that it
must be treated with respect
every second it was in my
hands.

Under his tutelage, I
became a skilled marksman.  

A few years later I won the
NRA Junior Distinguished
Rifleman Award and the
New England regional
schoolboy smallbore cham-
pionship.  

I also captained my
school’s championship rifle
team while Grandad was
alive to enjoy my successes.
It was he who taught me the
discipline and determination
to win, and, most important,
he taught me that nothing can
be accomplished without
practice.

Nobody knew it at the
time, but the most important
thing that came with that lit-
tle Stevens would be a long
and satisfying career of
using and writing about
guns.

Oh, and another thing:
I’ve owned guns – lots of
guns — for more than 65
years, and because of that
early training by my family
I’ve managed to arrive at age
75 without ever having acci-
dentally shot anybody or

anything.
The point of all this is that

the first Christmas gun
places at least as great a bur-
den on you, as a parent, as it
does on the youngster. If you
doubt whether you have the
patience and discipline to
teach him what has to
accompany the new firearm,
maybe you might re-think
the gift.

He (or she) might be
ready, but are you?
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Hunting and Fishing time tables for the avid sports-person
SPORTING TIMES LUNAR TIMES

2003                   A. M.                P. M.         
December  Minor     Major     Minor   Major    Sunrise   Sunset   Moonrise Moon Up   Moon Down
19  Fri         1:20      7:33     1:46     7:59       7:27     5:39       3:12a         8:58a        9:25p
20  Sat        2:06     8:20      2:34     8:48      7:27      5:40       4:21a         9:53a      10:22p
21  Sun >    2:57     9:12      3:27     9:43      7:28      5:40       5:35a       10:53a      11:24p
22  Mon >   3:54   10:10      4:26   10:43      7:28      5:40       6:48a       11:56a       ------
23  Tue N    4:57    11:14     5:30    11:47      7:29      5:41      7:59a          1:02p      12:29a>
24  Wed >   6:04     -----      6:37    12:20      7:29      5:41      9:03a        2:07p          1:35a
25  Thu >    7:12    12:57     7:42     1:27       7:30      5:42      9:57a        3:08p          2:38a

Major=2 hours/Minor=1 hour                   Accurate within 1 minute
F = Full Moon    N = New Moon    Q = Quarter     > = Peak activity
Tip: Fish locations largely determined by migration patterns of the shad.  
Lines marked <  > indicate best fishing at sunrise or sunset!

Solunar Services, Inc.                        http://www.solunar.com

SOLUNAR/LUNAR TIMES Hunt, Texas               
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John Wootters is a semi-
retired outdoors writer with
more than 30 years experi-
ence. He was editor of
Peterson’s hunting magazine
and author of the monthly
column “Buck Sense” and
has written the all-time best
selling book on deer hunting,
“Hunting Trophy deer.” He
has served on the Board of
Directors of the National Rifle
Association,  and written for
“Shooting Times,” “Rifle,”
“Handloader,” “Guns &
Ammo” and Peterson’s
“Hunting.” 
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